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Rather, as he expertly shows, the confrontations
and exchanges sprang directly from the close con‐
tact which the different groups experienced while
at court. In short, he attempts to “focus on how
courtly encounters were the crucial site for forg‐
ing of mutual perceptions and representations in
Eurasia” (p. xiv). In this regard, the work is a great
achievement.

The introduction displays Subrahmanyam’s
familiarity with the historiography and methodol‐
ogy of historical cultural interactions. He focuses
on concepts such as Thomas Kuhn’s “incommen‐
surability” and the converse idea of “commensu‐
rability.” He notes that previous scholars have
tended to think of cultures in structuralist terms,
where cultures were a homogeneous totality, and
thus either entirely compatible or incompatible
with other groups. The main thrust of his intro‐
duction is that what usually happens between cul‐
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pean culture. Noting that most research has
looked at European influence in Asia, Subrah‐
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which have received the most attention have at‐
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tempted to portray the conflict in terms of reli‐
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ity between the different courts and that “in ideo‐
logical terms, it was the hatred on the part of Mus‐
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manyam’s argument is a theological debate at

After a closer analysis, however, Subrahmanyam

Nur-ud-Din Jahangir’s court in 1610. In this de‐

discovers numerous courtly insults between the

bate the Mughal ‘Abdus Sattar was able to raise

leaders, convincingly demonstrating that the Vi‐

some poignant and incisive critiques of Christiani‐
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far beyond a person with only superficial knowl‐
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edge (p. 166). These impressive examples which
Subrahmanyam meticulously culled from the

In the second chapter, “Courtly Martyrdom,”

sources are undoubtedly the highlight of this im‐

Subrahmanyam continues his impressive source

pressive work and will undoubtedly leave the

analysis. In this section he demonstrates how

most lasting impression.

some Portuguese used the ideology of martyrdom
in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth cen‐
turies in an attempt to stiffen the boundary be‐
tween Christianity and Islam, which was some‐
what porous due to economic pragmatism and the
need for trade. He notes, “Death by basilisk was ...
surely part topos and part nightmare; above all, it
was a measure of the fact that martyrdom was
not simply a relic of the distant past, but a press‐
ing reality when the lines between the cultures-even courtly cultures--of Muslims and Christians
became too blurred for comfort” (p. 153). In sum,
martyrs were meant to be a deterrent to further
contact and integration.
“Courtly Representations,” the final chapter,
turns the focus towards understanding the influ‐
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